We continuously strive to provide value for money to our clients enabling them to achieve the most Cost Effective Solutions for their projects with High Safety Standards, Excellent Quality and Unparalleled Services

says Mr. Rohit Sharma
Director - MFS Formwork Systems Pvt. Ltd.

Q. What has been the role played by “MFS” in the overall growth of the Construction Formwork and Scaffolding in India through your vast range of products?
Ans. “MFS” Aluminium Formwork Systems” & “MFS Steel Scaffolding Systems” offers Formwork solutions & services for Construction & maintenance industry and are known as complete solution provider in the respective industries. It includes basic to advanced aspects of Formwork & Scaffolding components which can cater the need of forming any modern structure. Aluminium formwork systems, steel scaffolding systems & access scaffolding are the front line products.
MFS also offers complete designing of formwork system, training / supervision / inspection of formwork at site besides supply of formwork systems. MFS Aluminium Formwork Systems also provides technical support / services for usage of existing inventory in other projects with minimum additional inventory. We at “MFS” work with our Clients as an “Associate” and not as “Vendor” by getting involved in depth which results in providing best Technical solution ensuring long term relations with the Client.

Q. Which are the core turnkey projects nearing completion as on date and is for which specific industry?
Ans. “MFS Aluminium Formwork System” is associated with various “Mass Housing Construction Project” where Quality and Speed can be maintained at a reasonably high level. We are associated with “Telangana Housing Projects” where Delivery of Housing Units is required in very short span. With “MFS Aluminium Formwork System” we are able to Complete One unit per day due to Speedy Construction, Consistency in Architectural Dimensions, Excellent Finish, Less Dependency on Skilled Workers and Simplicity in Execution & De-Shuttering makes “MFS Aluminium Formwork System” more Viable, & Preferred Formwork Technology for construction of Mass Housing Projects.

Q. Of the vast projects executed by “MFS” which was the most challenging till date and how did the efficient team of “MFS” execute it?
Ans. Every project is Challenging and Unique with its own requirements. We at “MFS” ensure close coordination with various agencies like Architects, Structural Consultants, MEP Consultants & Site Team from the Initial stage which helps in Identifying the possible Bottlenecks once Identified at the stage of Planning any Hindle or Challenge can be tackled ensuring Progress with Quality & Safety.
We provide Formwork Solutions which are user friendly, with In – Build Safety Features enabling speedy construction which make the project more viable and cost effective. Our Technical team provides end to end solutions i.e. designing with the use of latest Software, Manufacturing with Automatic facilities with Robotic concepts, hassle free logistics and Best onsite support followed by after sales services on single call.

Q. Any plans in 2016 to add to the already existing vast product range offered by “MFS” to the Indian market?
Ans. Upgrading of our product on regular basis is one of the key features of “MFS Aluminium Formwork System.” Apart from this we have plans to strengthen our Execution Team for flawless usage of our System by providing professional Education & Training to site